The Everything TV Word Search Book: A New Season Of TV Puzzles - With No Reruns!
Synopsis

I Love Lucy . . . Charlieâ€™s Angels . . . CSI . . . Word search fans will find all their favorite shows and celebrities in this all-new collection. Puzzlemaster Charles Timmerman provides 150 challenging puzzles covering every genre in such chapters as: TV Stars, Family Dramas, Television Through the Years, Animated Shows, Sports on TV, Award-Winning Television, Primetime dramas, silly sitcoms, even popular game shows—puzzlers will find it all in this word search book. Itâ€™s the perfect collection for TV aficionados and word lovers alike!
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Customer Reviews

My husband has Alzheimer's and I am always looking for things to keep him occupied. He will sit for hours working in these books. The only issue is print size. If the print was just a little bit bigger they would be perfect. Yes I would recommend these booksto anyone who enjoys word puzzles.

My autistic son goes through these books like lightning, so a nice big book like this is just right for him. The book was exactly as described and the seller shipped in a timely manner. I recommend this seller highly.

Good amount of word searches, and organized well. I like the mix of old show themes with recent ones. Gave this as a gift to a word search enthusiast and they appreciated it.
Again a purchase for a friend who likes puzzle books, she likes the size of the print in the book, the puzzles are big and easy to do with not too any words in each puzzle but enough to make it a challenge. They are fun and are all different from each other. She can do a couple while waiting for the doctor or whatever.

Installs numerous hours of relaxation and fun. I really enjoy doing them and I may buy another book like it.

Both a cousin and hubby are word search puzzle people who also relish television. This puzzle book fit the bill so I bought two of them as gifts! Each one was well received. It is amazing how many tv shows are covered in this book! A+++++

The print was quite a bit smaller than other word search books I have had but when I ordered a large print book the print was much too large. I guess, like Goldilocks, I need something in-between. I gave this book to my husband who has better eyes.

Bought this for my grandma who loves word search puzzles, she picked this one out, she likes that is has tv trivia inside to search for and she loves doing this kind, she said it's hard to find these type of word searches with tv info inside. she likes it and i would probably buy another for her some time
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